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**ONE HALL STEERING COMMITTEE**
THE POWER OF COLLECTIVE IMPACT

CHANGE DOESN’T HAPPEN ALONE.

Uniting people, organizations and resources to improve lives in Hall County - a mission that has stood the test of time, and now more than ever, holds deep meaning and importance as we, as a community, explore what it means to truly LIVE UNITED.

With four members of my family serving as United Way board chairs before me, I have watched as generation after generation has paved the way for a better tomorrow. Transforming what is possible is big work. However, United Way is uniquely positioned to have the “big picture” view of our community and continues to build on the efforts of those who have come before.

United Way’s power lies in its ability to tackle problems that no one person can do alone. I believe that United Way’s Community Game Plan is this generation’s guidebook for aligning our efforts around creating pathways out of poverty and laying the groundwork for how to do that for generations to come. With the completion of our board led strategic planning process later this fall we will have a tangible and measurable roadmap for putting the Game Plan into action and will be poised to pave the way to a stronger community.

This year has been unprecedented. From introducing new leadership as we welcomed Jessica Dudley as President and Chief Professional Officer, to being thrust into a global pandemic that has placed us all in one of the most unique times in the history of the world, to listening to our community as we explore ways to support social justice, we are committed to finding ways to move forward together.

Through the collaborative efforts of the One Hall United Against Poverty committees, we completed an affordable housing analysis in partnership with the Urban Land Institute, launched Reach Out, an advocacy campaign to destigmatize mental health in our community, and secured funding through the North Georgia Community Foundation and The Medical Center Foundation to benefit the collaborative work of the One Hall Law Enforcement Mental Health Clinician program to place a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) on staff to work hand-in-hand with the Gainesville Police Department.

In addition, United Way jumped into leading COVID-19 relief efforts launching a fundraising effort to support individuals across Hall County impacted by COVID-19 and partnering with the community to collect and distribute masks and cleaning supplies for those in need. To date, the COVID-19 Relief Fund has raised more than $70,000 to provide direct financial assistance through the Compass Center to ensure people can access basic needs during this time of crisis.

It has been a tremendous honor to serve the community in this transformative year. I recognize without each of you, we would not be where we are today. On behalf of our board of directors, staff, volunteers and the entire community thank you for sharing in our vision. I am grateful for your generosity, commitment, and unwavering dedication to United Way of Hall County. I cannot wait to see what else we can accomplish, together, as we continue to Live United as one community working toward one goal of creating pathways out of poverty and becoming a community where all reach their potential.

KATIE DUBNIK
President & Founder, Forum Communications
Chair, 2019-2020 United Way Board of Directors
United Way unites people, organizations and resources to improve lives in Hall County. Guided by our Community Game Plan, our collective efforts fight for the health, education and financial stability of every person to ultimately create pathways out of poverty. Together, we don’t just change lives, we change what’s possible.

**COMPASS CENTER**

a one-stop resource center where individuals and families can navigate and connect with community resources to receive the services and support needed for improved stability.

Launched COVID-19 relief efforts

Nearly $16,000 in COVID-19 relief funds distributed to 39 families in March & April (with more distributions continuing over the coming months)

Collaborative work leads to the opening of this one-stop family resource center at Gainesville High School

Collected and distributed 6,000 masks to community members and Hall County Schools

Through community collaborations, provided cleaning supplies to 273 families

Provided hand sanitizer to over 300 families

**READ LEARN SUCCEED**

a program aimed at helping young children from birth to 5 years old achieve success in early childhood literacy and enter kindergarten ready to succeed.

Longstreet Clinic Pediatrics, continued it’s Reach Out and Read initiative distributing

7,765 books during well visits to children from 6 months to 5 years old bringing the total books distributed since 2017 to 24,000

1000+ books distributed in Our Little Library

800 connections made to 40 agencies helping 627 families

The Hub

460 passionate community members serve across education, financial stability, health, mental and behavioral health

4 committees

THE HUB

Through community collaborations, provided cleaning supplies to 273 families

Partnered with Greater Hall Chamber of Commerce to bring together businesses, schools, churches, and individuals for the first community-wide Reach Out Day between August 2019 and April 2020 reaching 1000+ books distributed in Our Little Library

**OUR COLLECTIVE IMPACT:**

Change Doesn’t Happen Alone

United Way unites people, organizations and resources to improve lives in Hall County. Guided by our Community Game Plan, our collective efforts fight for the health, education and financial stability of every person to ultimately create pathways out of poverty. Together, we don’t just change lives, we change what’s possible.
Funded Programs

We invest in programs that help nonprofits meet their goals that align with the Community Game Plan.

34 funded programs

20 through 20 nonprofit organizations

27% addressing education

38% addressing health

35% addressing financial stability

Read more about our funded programs on the next page

One Hall

An effort to bring together community members of all types to establish a common vision and pursue collaborative actions that chart a course toward transforming possibilities and becoming a community where all reach their potential.

460 passionate community members serve across

4 committees

Health

Education

Financial Stability

Mental and Behavioral Health

Reach Out

Launched Reach Out, a community-wide advocacy campaign to address the stigma surrounding mental health with

51 Facebook posts

Between August 2019 and April 2020 reaching

95,000 people

Reach Out Day

Partnered with Greater Hall Chamber of Commerce to bring together businesses, schools, churches, and individuals for the first community-wide

6 recommendations on meeting housing needs of Hall County residents

Through collaborative efforts, a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) was hired to work hand-in-hand with the Gainesville Police Department

Released the Urban Land Institute's Technical Assistance Panel Report outlining

6 recommendations on meeting housing needs of Hall County residents

Launched COVID-19 relief efforts a one-stop resource center where individuals and families can navigate and connect with community resources to receive the services and support needed for improved stability.

We invest in programs that help nonprofits meet their goals that align with the Community Game Plan.

Made to

40 agencies

Helping

627 families

Collaborative work leads to the opening of this one-stop family resource center at Gainesville High School

Released the Urban Land Institute's Technical Assistance Panel Report outlining 6 recommendations on meeting housing needs of Hall County residents

Through collaborative efforts, a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) was hired to work hand-in-hand with the Gainesville Police Department

Nearly $16,000 in COVID-19 relief funds distributed to 39 families in March & April (with more distributions continuing over the coming months)

Collected and distributed 6,000 masks to community members and Hall County Schools

Addressing

27% education

38% health

35% financial stability

Read more about our funded programs on the next page

Through community collaborations, provided cleaning supplies to 800 over 300 families

Launched Reach Out, a community-wide advocacy campaign to address the stigma surrounding mental health with

4 committees

Health

Education

Financial Stability

Mental and Behavioral Health

Read more about our funded programs on the next page

Partnered with Greater Hall Chamber of Commerce to bring together businesses, schools, churches, and individuals for the first community-wide

6 recommendations on meeting housing needs of Hall County residents

Through collaborative efforts, a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) was hired to work hand-in-hand with the Gainesville Police Department

Released the Urban Land Institute's Technical Assistance Panel Report outlining 6 recommendations on meeting housing needs of Hall County residents

Through collaborative efforts, a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) was hired to work hand-in-hand with the Gainesville Police Department

Nearly $16,000 in COVID-19 relief funds distributed to 39 families in March & April (with more distributions continuing over the coming months)

Collected and distributed 6,000 masks to community members and Hall County Schools

Addressing

27% education

38% health

35% financial stability

Read more about our funded programs on the next page
We believe that we can do more together than we can alone. That is why we invest in programs that help nonprofits meet their goals that align with the Community Game Plan to create pathways out of poverty. Through your generosity during the 2019-2020 Campaign we will fund 32 programs representing 22 nonprofit organizations throughout our community over the coming year.

Although the Community Investment Committee allocated funding to these programs for the 2020-2021 year, we understand we are all navigating challenging and uncertain times. To allow our funded programs the flexibility they need to weather the COVID-19 crisis, they were notified that any or all of their 2020-2021 funding may be redirected to support operating expenses should the need arise.
**EDUCATION**

**BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF LANIER INC. SUCCESS ACADEMY + TRIPLE PLAY:** Engages 450 youth at seven BGCL after school sites in Hall County in tutoring and educational enrichment, physical fitness and wellness activities.

**BRENAU UNIVERSITY INC. RISE:** Addresses summer learning loss for low-income children through a variety of educational and recreational programs that prepare students for school success.

**CENTER POINT GA, INC. PREGNANT & PARENTING SUPPORT & EDUCATION:** Provides comprehensive parenting education within a peer-group environment to increase teen participants’ parenting knowledge & skills enabling them to become more effective and healthy parents.

**GAINESVILLE/HALL COUNTY ALLIANCE FOR LITERACY ADULT BASIC LITERACY:** Provides educational services to assist individuals in acquiring basic skills in reading, writing, speaking, listening, and communication.

**HISPANIC ALLIANCE GA ADULT LITERACY:** Provides ESL programs that focus on improving English speaking through practical every day workplace related applications as well through conversation, reading, writing and grammar.

**READ, LEARN, SUCCEED:** Encourages learning through age-appropriate critical language and reading activities that help young children, birth to 5 years old, develop the literacy skills needed to start kindergarten ready to succeed.

**SISU OF GEORGIA, INC. EARLY INTERVENTION AND LITERACY INITIATIVES:** Provides children from 6 weeks to 6 years old with special needs and their typically developing peers with an integrated learning environment that promotes kindergarten and literacy preparedness.

**THE CHILDREN’S CENTER FOR HOPE AND HEALING, INC. VICTIM SERVICES:** Provides therapeutic counseling for children and teens living in Hall County, ages 3 to 17, who have been victims of sexual abuse.

**THE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION AND MUSEUM OF BEULAH RUCKER E.M.E.N. (EMPOWERING, MENTORING, EDUCATING, AND NETWORKING):** Promotes nurturing relationships and community support to help students learn skills to help them succeed in the classroom, build character and become productive, responsible adults.

**HEALTH**

**CENTER POINT GA, INC. WILHEIT SERVICES:** Provides quality and affordable counseling services for Gainesville and Hall County school system students and families so they are equipped with the tools they need to successfully move through life.

**EDMONDSON TELFORD CHILD ADVOCACY CENTER - FORENSIC SERVICES AND TRAINING EDUCATION CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT:** Provides forensic interviews, forensic medical examinations, and victim advocacy to victims of abuse and neglect and their families.

**EDMONDSON TELFORD CHILD ADVOCACY CENTER - STEWARDS OF CHILDREN (CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION EDUCATION):** Educates adult members of the community on how to recognize and prevent child abuse of not only their own children, but also other children they encounter in their lives.

**GATEWAY DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CENTER COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SURVIVORS:** Supports women who are ending abusive relationships and teaches skills for a life free from violence.

**GEORGIA MOUNTAIN FOOD BANK FEEDING HOPE TOGETHER IN HALL COUNTY:** Fills the gaps between individual and corporate food donations and community need by leveraging national and wholesale connections to source more food and fresh produce for distribution throughout Hall County.

**GOOD NEWS CLINICS COUNSELING AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES:** Offers professional counseling, including individual sessions, specialized classes, training and group therapy to adult patients of Good News Clinics.

**GOOD NEWS CLINICS SAM POOLE MEDICAL CLINIC:** Provides free comprehensive, coordinated medical care, including mental health counseling, to low income and extremely poor residents of Hall County who do not have insurance or other resources for healthcare.

**GOOD NEWS CLINICS SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH COLLABORATIVE:** Screens all Congestive Heart Failure patients for social determinants of health in an effort to lessen health disparities by addressing other critical issues such as inadequate housing, transportation, food insecurity, and personal violence, while addressing medical needs.

**HALL-DAWSON CASA PROGRAM, INC. ADVOCACY:** Provides trained volunteers to advocate for the best interests of abused and neglected children requiring court intervention in the Hall County Court System.

**RAPE RESPONSE, INC. SURVIVOR SERVICES:** Provides services to survivors of sexual assault including initial advocacy, assistance with medical and judicial processes and continued follow-up.

**SISU OF GEORGIA, INC. SISU OF GEORGIA HEALTH SERVICES:** Allows full-time nursing staff to respond to nursing interventions so children with significant medical needs can receive a quality early education experience with their typical peers.

**THE CHILDREN’S CENTER FOR HOPE AND HEALING, INC. ADULT SERVICES:** Provides therapy to adult women and men living in Hall County who were sexually abused as children or have been sexually assaulted as adults.

**THE CHILDREN’S CENTER FOR HOPE AND HEALING, INC. PATHFINDER:** Addresses sexual behavior problems through prevention programming and serves Hall County youth who have already offended in an attempt to prevent future crimes.
Together, WE CHANGE What’s POSSIBLE

Each year the Chairman’s Award is given to one company that demonstrates high campaign excellence and whose support extends far beyond annual campaign giving. Our GIVE, ADVOCATE and VOLUNTEER Awards recognize individuals who have gone beyond the call and truly embody the work of United Way.

AWARDS/TOP 10

TOP 10 COMPANY CAMPAIGNS

Publix Supermarkets $248,431
Fieldale Farms $99,415
Northeast Georgia Health System $97,033
Conditioned Air Systems $66,131
Wilheit Packaging $57,860
Hall County School System $57,267
Gainesville City School System $40,282
UnitedParcel Service $27,167
United Community Bank $22,369
Turner Wood & Smith, Inc. $20,128
**GIVE:** John & Merridy Gram

for being a shining example and inspiration of how to live a life truly devoted to philanthropy that spreads a giving spirit across the community. In their lifetime, John and Merridy gave nearly $200,000 to benefit United Way as leadership donors for 30 years. For 14 of those 30 years, they were members of the Toqueville Society giving at our highest donor recognition level. Their generosity extended beyond United Way throughout the entire community and has been felt by us all. John gave generously of his time serving three years on the United Way Board of Directors, two terms on the Campaign Cabinet and three years on the Budget & Administration Committee in addition to dedicating his life to serving on countless other local non-profit boards. Through their life of generosity, John and Merridy truly made a difference in lives across Hall County.

**ADVOCATE:** Gainesville City Schools

for their faithful efforts to create partnerships that build a stronger community for everyone. This year the Gainesville City School System (GCSS) partnered with United Way to provide case management staff for the Compass Center. These staff worked one-on-one with families to help them navigate local resources and find the assistance they needed. GCSS also helped secure a grant from the Georgia Department of Education that it will use to provide books for the Read Learn Succeed program. As a faithful supporter for 30 years, Gainesville City School System has raised nearly half a million dollars through employee and student campaigns.

**VOLUNTEER:** Lauren Samples

for stepping up whenever needed and going above and beyond in volunteer service. Lauren first became involved with United Way in 2012 when she joined the Community Investment Committee and then joined the board in 2013. She continued to faithfully serve on the Community Investment Committee through the duration of her board service, even while serving as Chair of the Board. Lauren boldly led through organizational change with practical wisdom, prudent discernment and remarkable acumen resulting in the collective impact model United Way uses today. Lauren has filled the gap for United Way by stepping in as board chair prior to her term and offering accounting support through her firm during times of staff transitions in our finance director position, and she continues to step up whenever, wherever and as much as needed.

**CHAIRMAN’S AWARD:** Fieldale Farms

for their long standing partnership and continued leadership at United Way and across the entire north Georgia community. Fieldale's commitment to creating a corporate culture of giving is evident by the fact the organization consistently places among our Top 10 campaigns, raising more than $1 million through their workplace campaign over the last decade. Fieldale has also been a faithful corporate sponsor, giving $40,000 over the last seven years and hosting regular dock sales where the proceeds from chicken products sold are donated to United Way. With company executives regularly filling board and advisory positions, the organization’s giving culture extends to the boardroom and throughout the entire community.
The United Way of Hall County Leadership Giving Circle is a group of business and community leaders who exemplify commitment and caring through their philanthropic nature, and are change agents in Hall County.

The Leadership Giving Circle comprises six leadership giving levels and was founded as a way to honor and thank our donors who give $1,000 or more annually to invest in the future. As a member of the Leadership Giving Circle, you secure a place within Hall County as a guardian for the future. The power and value of your investment goes far beyond the dollars.

TOCQUEVILLE SOCIETY $10,000+

David and Gail Chester  
Brian and Kristin Daniel  
Austin and Regina Edmondson  
George and Starlet Jones  
Andy and Brooke Kalinauskas  
Doug and Diane Magnus  
Matt and Bethany Magnus  
Abit and Kayanne Massey  
Pete and Cathy Miller  
Matt and Baya Pruitt  
George and Sandra Romberg  
Lorry and Sherrie Schrage  
Lessie Smithgall  
Jim and Peggy Walters  
Amy and Doug Whitley  
Philip and Mary Hart Wilheit  
Philip and Addie Wilheit  
Charlie and Dancy Wynne
PILLAR SOCIETY
$5,000-$9,999

Alan and Nancy Atwood
Dub and Joanne Bagwell
Philip and Lindsay Bonelli
Greg Burnett
Edgar and Sarah Dunlap
Rob and Leslie Fowler
Kenneth and Brenda Gee
Anne George
Sam and Suzanne Johnson
Dr. Anne Skleder
David and Becky Smith
The Edgar and Sarah Dunlap
Charitable Fund at North Georgia
Community Foundation
Joe and Cathy Wood

TORCH SOCIETY
$2,500-$4,999

Alem Ajanovic
Stan and Susie Appleton
Danny and Lynda Askew
Larry and Elisabeth Baldwin
Stewart Brandt
Paul Braza
Steven and Julie Brock
Steve and Carol Burrell
Jerry and Karen Coker
Arnold and Joyce Evans
Phil and Lisa Hartley
Ben and Virginia Lancaster
Shantha McDonald
Sam and Pat Rauch
Antonio Rios
John and Marci Russo

CORNERSTONE SOCIETY
$1,500-$2,499

Ches Tredway
Wayne and Geraldine Wiggins
Trey and Morgan Wood

Morgan and Kelly Lee
Brent and Jennifer Loggins
Doug and Tricia McDuff
Jim and Evanda Moore
Jonathan Neeley
Ken and Cathy Nix
Jack and Maureen Oliaro
Renee Richards
Lee Rogers
Barclay and Miriam Rushton
Duane and Sherry Schlereth
Ed and Myra Schrader

Teresa Scoggins
Zachary Shafner
Billy Shuler
Hal and Caroline Silcox
LeTrell Simpson
Charles Sneed
Tread and Debbie Syfan
Danny and Melissa Tymchuk
David and Elizabeth Umberson
Thomas and Anne Webb
Keith and Betsey Whitaker
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Tommy and Jimmye Aaron
Tricia Atkins
Perry and Tracy Barnett
Shirley Batt
Robert and Sarah Bell
Suzanne Bland
Jeff and Beth Boggan
Susan Bolen
Eric Branam
Robin Browner
Gwenell Brown
Isaiah Brown
Richard Buggle
Dani Burns
Judith Bush
Guadalupe Cantero
Christopher and Abigail Carter
Chuck Carter
Alex Clark
Brooks and Juli Clay
Paul Cochran
Jessica Cotignola
Sam and Margie Couvillon
Barbara Crane
Nick Crosby
Judgewin Daniel
Mitchell Daniel
Carole Ann Daniel
John and Sally Darden
Keith Davis
Stephanie Day
Dennis Dougherty
Zachary Dubose
Brandon and Jessica Dudley
Kit Dunlap
Headen and Emily Embry
Nick Etter
John and Lydia Ferguson
Hop and Mindy Ferran
Melissa Frank
Mike and Pat Freeman
Martha Frider
Kurt and Lisa Fullerton
Megan Chase & Gavin Gilbert
Dave and Anna Gines
Dennis and Gail Greene
Roy Griffin
Seth Gutbrod
Bill and Stacy Hall
Christopher Henry
Chris and Melissa Hollifield
Josh and Sharon Holt
Tommy and Emmie Howard
David Huff
Sasha Ishmael
Martha Jacobs
Scott and Dawn Justus
Dan and Sherry Kell
Rodney Kent
Arthur E. Kunberger, Jim and Diana Latimer
Tracey Lipscomb
Robbin Lloyd
Michelly MacHado
Kamalica Madden
James and Carolyn Mahar
Gerald Maier
Daniel Mantilla
Benny and Denise Martin
Mary Martin
Jim and Robin Mathis
Thomas Maugeri
Gregory Mauldin
Patricia Mayfield
Jonathan McBroome
Loren K. Miller
Vincent and Meg Minelli
Katherine Minkel
Angela Moore
Nancy Moore
Phillip Murrell
Allen and Meg Nivens
Jan and Marty Nix
Bob and Amanda Norton
Frank and Nancy Norton
Patrick and Tate O’Rourke
Dominic Orlando
John and Patricia Pace
Regulo and Teresa Pacheco
Catherine Panek
Lisa Pardue
Terrie Peppers
Vongmala Phong
Roy Piersel
Michael Piquette
Patrick and Erin Pitts
Andy and Michele Piucci
Laura Potts
Thomas and Teresa Prather
Ron and Nancy Quinn
Munira Ramic
Thomas Redding
John and Nancy Rieben
Andrew Bernie Rose
Josh Rosier
Blake and Lauren Samples
Linda H. Sayers
Deborah Schroeder
Ashley Sexton
Elizabeth Shelton
John and Margie Smith
Mickey Spain
Cynthia Speer
Ervin Suarez
John and Linda Sundstrom
Michael Suttles
Jordan Tabor
Monique Thomas
Mallory and Kathy Tillman
Nora Trigueros
John Turner
Alissa Valvo
Frank and Tracy Waggoner
Ed and Anne Waller
Johnathan Ward
Carrie-Ann Weiland
Frank Westcoatt
Will White
Davis and Amy White
Ronald and Carol Whitmire
Lindsay Worsley
YOUNG LEADERS SOCIETY
$250+ (20-29 yrs old)
$500+ (30-39 yrs old)

Anthony Alexander
Kyle and Erin Bochat
Bethany Bonds
Philip and Lindsay Bonelli
Nick and Amanda Bruner
Mandi Bullard
Paul and Veronica Carlisle
Jimmy Carney
Christopher and Abigail Carter
Brooks and Juli Clay
Rebecca L. Creel
Juliana Dean
Nicholas and Erica Deaton
Ashley Dodd
Matt and Katie Dubnik
Brandon and Jessica Dudley
Kevin L. Etris
Nathan and Ginny Fauscett
Brett and Laura Fowler
Matthew and Kristi Goodwin
Bryan and Joy Griffin
Kristy Hene
Anna Hewell
LaMonika Hill
William T. Jarrard
Brandy Kastner
Joe and Angie Kennedy
Kaitlin Law
Will and Meghan Lifsey
Matt and Bethany Magnus
Nick and Megan Martin
Cesar and Melissa Molina
Will and Kingsley Peeples
Patrick and Erin Pitts
Matthew Powers
Hannah Reaume
Chad and Dallas Sage
Blake and Lauren Samples
Alan and Jennifer Schuetze
Jeff Sims
Sasha D. Stovall
Matthew and Betsy Waters
Keith and Betsey Whitaker
Matt and Carrie Wilson
Matt and Jenny Wojtaczko
Trey and Morgan Wood
EMPLOYEE GIVING CAMPAIGNS $5,000+

Thank you to Hall County employers and employees who give so generously to support our community through workplace giving. Campaigns listed below represent giving levels from $370,000 to $5,000 and were received between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020.

Baldor Electric Company (ABB)
Bank of America
BB&T
Boehringer Ingelheim
Brenau University
Carroll Daniel Construction Co.
City of Gainesville
Conditioned Air Systems
Fieldale Farms
Gainesville City Schools
Gold Creek Foods, LLC
Hall County Schools
Jackson Electric Corp.
Johnson & Johnson fka Ethicon
Kroger
Longstreet Clinic
Northeast Georgia Health System
Peach State Bank & Trust
Publix Supermarkets
Regions Bank
Rushton & Co.
Smith, Gilliam, Williams & Miles
Strong Gaddy Lee Wealth Management Group
SunTrust Bank
The Norton Agency
Turner Wood & Smith Inc.
United Community Bank
United Parcel Service
United Parcel Service Retirees
Victory Foods
Whelchel, Dunlap, Jarrard & Walker, LLP
Whitehead Die Casting
Wilheit Packaging Material
ZF Gainesville, LLC

HOSCH CORPORATE GIVING SOCIETY

Named in honor of United Way of Hall County’s founding board chair, Lester Hosch. Members of the Hosch Corporate Giving Society are corporations or businesses that give an employee match or business contribution of $2,000 or more.

Baldor Electric Company (ABB)
BB&T
Boehringer Ingelheim
Carroll Daniel Construction
Conditioned Air Systems
Fieldale Farms
Grace Episcopal Church
Jackson Electric Corp.
Johnson & Johnson fka Ethicon
Liberty Utilities
Longstreet Clinic
Northeast Georgia Medical Center Foundation
North Georgia Community Foundation
Northeast Georgia Health System
PFG Milton’s
Publix Supermarkets
Soldiers of Truth MC
SunTrust Bank
The Times
United Community Bank
Wells Fargo Foundation Grants
Whitehead Die Casting
Wilheit Packaging

THANK YOU TO OUR 2019-2020 CORPORATE PARTNERS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS
The Condensed Statement of Activities has not been audited. A complete copy of the audited financial statements for the year ending April 30, 2019, is available for review on our website. Log onto www.unitedwayhallcounty.org and click on “Accountability” under the About tab.

The audit was presented to the United Way of Hall County board of directors at their meeting on September 25, 2019.

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
May 1, 2019 – April 30, 2020

Revenues
Campaign $ 1,262,898.00
Other revenues $158,415.00
Total Public Support & Revenue $1,421,313.00

Expenses
Gross funds distributed $820,000.00
Less donor designations $0.00
Other program services $334,107.00
Supporting services $254,481.00
United Way Worldwide dues $0.00
Total Expenses $1,408,588.00

Investment Income $13,790.00
Increase (decrease) to net assets $26,515.00
Net assets, 5/1/2018 $1,581,274.00
Net assets, 4/30/2019 $1,607,789.00
CHANGE WON'T HAPPEN WITHOUT YOU. GIVE. ADVOCATE. VOLUNTEER.